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Abstract
Direct detection of gravitational waves is opening a newwindowonto our universe. Here, we study the
sensitivity to continuous-wave strainﬁelds of a kg-scale optomechanical system formed by the
acousticmotion of superﬂuid helium-4 parametrically coupled to a superconductingmicrowave
cavity. This narrowband detection scheme can operate at very highQ-factors, while the resonant
frequency is tunable through pressurization of the helium in the 0.1–1.5 kHz range. The detector can
therefore be tuned to a variety of astrophysical sources and can remain sensitive to a particular source
over a long period of time. For thermal noise limited sensitivity, weﬁnd that strain ﬁelds on the order
of ~ -h 10 Hz23 are detectable.Measuring such strains is possible by implementing state of the art
microwave transducer technology.We show that the proposed system can competewith interfero-
metric detectors and potentially surpass the gravitational strain limits set by them for certain pulsar
sources within a fewmonths of integration time.
1. Introduction
The recent detection of gravitational waves (GWs)marks the beginning ofGWastronomy [1, 2]. Theﬁrst direct
detection conﬁrmed the existence ofGWs emitted froma relativistic inspiral andmerger of two large black holes
(BHs), at a distance of 400M parsecs (pc) [1]. Indirect evidence for gravitational radiationwas previously
attained by the careful observation since 1974 of the decay of the orbit of the neutron star (NS) binary system
PSRB1913+16 at a distance of 6.4 kpc, which agrees with the predictions from general relativity to better than
1% [3]. In this paper, we discuss the potential to use a novel superﬂuid-based optomechanical system as a
tunable detector of narrow-bandGWs, which is well suited for probingGWs fromnearby pulsars Aswe discuss
below, in the frequency range exceeding∼500Hz, this novel scheme has the potential to reach sensitivities
comparable to Advanced LIGO.
TheGWdetectorunder consideration is formedbyhigh-Q acousticmodes of superﬂuidheliumparametrically
coupled to amicrowave cavitymode inorder todetect small elastic strains. This setupwas initially studied in [4], and
is shown inﬁgure 1.Theheliumdetector effectively acts as aWeber bar antenna [5] forGWs, butwith two important
differences. Firstly, theQ/T-factor of thehelium is expected tobemuch larger than that ofmetals,whereQ is the
acoustic quality factor, andT is themode temperature. Secondly, the acoustic resonance frequency canbe changedby
up to 50%bypressurizationof heliumwithout affecting thedamping rate,making thedetector bothnarrowbandand
tunable.Recent laboratory experiments [6]have realized quality factors of = ´Q 1.4 10He 8 for superﬂuid 4He,
which appears tobe limited by a combinationof 3He impurities, sample temperature, and radiation loss. All of these
dissipationmechanisms canbe reduced andwe assumequality factors of 1011 are possible in future experimentswith
isotropically pure samples at lower temperatures of around10mK.
The power spectrumofGWs is expected to be extremely broad and is estimated to range from10−16 to 103
Hz [7–9] for known sources. Ground-based optical interferometers (such as LIGO,Virgo, GEO, TAMA) allow
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for broad-band search forGWs in the frequency range 10 Hz–5 kHz. These detectors are expected to be
predominantly sensitive to the chirped, transient, GW impulse resulting from the lastmoments of coalescing
binaries involving compact objects (BHs and/orNSs) [10]. Space-based interferometric detectors can be
sensitive to lower frequencyGWs, as they are not limited by seismic noise [11].
Unlike broadband impulse sources, rapidly rotating compact objects such as pulsars are expected to generate
highly coherent, continuousGWsignals due to the off-axis rotatingmass,with frequencies spanning from∼1 kHz
formillisecondpulsars (MSPs) in binaries, to 1 Hz for very old pulsars [7, 12–15]. Given theunknownmass
distribution of thepulsar, one canonly estimate the strainﬁeldhere at earth. Severalmechanisms giveupper
bounds to the strength ofGWsonearth.One such limit is the ‘spindown limit’, which is given by theobserved
spin-down rate of the pulsar, and the assumption that all of the rotational kinetic energywhich is lost is in the form
ofGWs [16]. Another limit is given by the yield strength of thematerial whichmakes up theNS, andhowmuch
strain the crust can sustain before breaking apart due to centripetal forces [17, 18]. Thepresence of strongmagnetic
ﬁelds indicate a potentialmechanism for producing and sustaining such strains due to deformation of theNS
[19, 20].However,without knowing the strength anddirection of the internalmagneticﬁelds in a pulsar, it is
difﬁcult to estimate a lower limit on the size ofGWsignal. Themeasurement ofGWs frompulsarswould therefore
giveus crucial information about the stellar interior.
Since pulsars should emit continuous and coherentGWs at speciﬁc and known frequencies, we can use a
narrowband detector and integrate the signal for long times, averaging away the incoherent detector noise.We
show that for reasonable parameters, the superﬂuid heliumdetector can approach strain sensitivities of
- ´ -1 5 10 Hz23 at around 1 kHz, depending on the size andQ factor of the detector. Pulsar frequencies are
observed to vary slightly due to randomglitchesD ~ -- -f f 10 106 11 (older,MSPs beingmore stable) [21],
and due to themotion of the Earth around the Sun and resulting doppler frequency shifts. The tunability of the
acoustic resonance will be essential to track these shifts during long detection integration times. Simultaneous
monitoring of the targeted pulsar electromagnetically can facilitate the required precision frequency tracking.
The frequency agility can also allow for using the same acoustic resonator to look for signals frommultiple
pulsars.
Recentmeasurements with LIGO andVirgo have unsuccessfully searched forGWsignals from179 pulsars
and have limited the strainﬁeld  -h 10 25 formost pulsars after nearly a year of integration time [22]. In a
parallel development, hundreds of new pulsars have been discovered in the last few years by analyzing gamma-
ray sources observed by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT), some less than 0.5 kpc from earth [23, 24].
Together, these developments accentuate the need for new technology forGWastronomy of pulsars.
This paper is organized as follows.We start with an overview of continuousGWs frompulsars to get an
estimate for the strains produced on earth in section 2.We then describe the superﬂuid heliumdetector and
showhow it functions as a detector forGWs in section 3. In section 4, we provide the detection system
requirements.We then compare this detector with other functional GWdetectors, and show the key
fundamental differences between these detectors and our proposed detector in section 5. Finally, we conclude
with a summary of the key features of this detector and outlook in section 6. A review of the relevant concepts
and derivations are relegated to the appendices for the interested reader.
Figure 1. Left: schematic of the proposedGWsensor based on acousticmodes of superﬂuid helium. Two cylindrical geometries
considered here are Gen1 (radius a = 11 cm, length L = 50 cm,massM= 2.7 kg) andGen2 (a = 11 cm, L = 3 m,M = 16 kg).Right:
prototype of the detectorwith a= 1.8 cm, L= 4 cm,M= 6 g and resonant frequency 10 kHz.
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2. Sources of continuousGWs
The generation ofGWs can be studied by considering the linearized Einstein equations in the presence ofmatter
[25]. The computations are similar to the analogous case in electromagnetism [26], see appendix A for a
summary.However, in the absence of gravitational dipoles, a quadrupolemomentQij is necessary to source
GWs. The emitted power ofGWs is found to be [27]
= á ñ⃛ ⃛ ( )P G
c
Q Q
5
, 1ij
ij
5
i.e. it depends on the third time derivative of the quadrupolemoment of the system,where òr≔Q x x Vdij i jbody
for a body of density ρ.
In the far-ﬁeld limit where size of the source (GM c2)=wavelength of theGW ( wc )= distance to detector
(d), the gravitationalmetric perturbation becomes
= ( )h G
c d
Q
2 ¨ , 2ij ij4
where h is the gravitational perturbation tensor in transverse-traceless gauge. Since ~ - -G c 10 N s kg4 44 4 2,
one needs events with relativistic changes in quadrupolemoment to have ameasurable GWsignal on earth. As
an estimate, if all the observed slowdownof theCrab pulsar was converted into gravitational radiation, the
powerwould correspond to ~ ´P 4.5 1031W (105 times the electromagnetic radiation power from the Sun)
[28]. However, at a distance 2 kpc away from the pulsar (distance to earth), the power ﬂux is - -10 W m9 2 and the
metric perturbation is ~ -h 10 24. Even though the power ﬂux ismacroscopic and easily detectable in other
forms (acoustic, electromagnetic, etc), the resulting strain is very small due to the remarkably high impedance of
space-time. This is at the heart of the difﬁculty with laboratory detection ofGWs.
Estimates of gravitational radiation frompulsars is an active area of theoretical research that goes back to
early observations of pulsars [15]. Themechanism forGWgeneration is assumed to be an asymmetricmass
distribution. Severalmechanisms are proposed for the deviation fromaxial symmetry inmass distribution, for
examplemagnetic deformations [18], star quakes or instabilities due to gravitational or viscous effects [21, 29].
However, due to the unknown equation of state, there is signiﬁcant variability in estimates ofmass asymmetry
and thusGWstrain frompulsars.
We now estimate theGWperturbation strain frommeasured spin-down rates and brieﬂy discuss the validity
of this limit.We then present relevant numbers for a fewMSPs of interest for our detector. Details about these
derivations and typical parameters for other pulsars of interest are presented in appendix B.
For an ellipsoidal pulsar rotating about the z-axis with frequency wp, the two polarizations of h are given by
 w w= -+ ( )h G
c d
I t
4
cos 2 , 3zz p p4
2
 w w=´ ( )h G
c d
I t
4
sin 2 , 4zz p p4
2
where Izz is themoment of inertia along the z-axis and ò characterizes themass quadrupole ellipticity
( = -( )Q Q Ixx yy zz). The energyﬂux for a continuousGWof polarizationA from a pulsar source is given by
p=
˙ ( ) ( )s c
G
h t
16
, 5A A
3
2
where Î + ´{ }A , and the bar indicates time-averaging.
Typical NSs havemass 1–1.5Me (where = ´M 2 1030 kg is the solarmass) and have a radius of around 10
km.Using these values, themoment of inertia amounts to 1038 kg m2, the estimate used in previousGW
searches, see [22]. The ellipticity parameter is estimated by assuming that the observed slow-down rate (w˙p) of a
pulsar is entirely due to emission ofGWs. This estimate is then used to compute the upper-limit estimate for
gravitation perturbation strain known as the spin down strain,
 w ww= - =
˙ ( )h G
c d
I
GI
c d
4 5
2
. 6zz p
zz p
p
sd 4
2
3 2
Thus if we know the distance (d), rotational frequency (wp) and spin-down frequency (w˙p) from
astronomical observations, we can put limits onGWstrain frompulsars.
While hsd is a useful ﬁrst-principles upper limit, it over-estimates the strength ofGWs. This has already been
conﬁrmed by braking indexmeasurements [30, 31] and the negative results from recentGWdetector data [22].
However, long-lived and stableMSPs (w p < - -2 10 Hz sp 14 1) such as the ones considered here have been
proposed as likely sources of continuousGWs [32]. The frequency stability and relatively lowmagnetic ﬁeld
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indicate that unlike young pulsars like Crab andVega, the dominant spin downmechanism inMSPs ismore
likely to be gravitational radiation.
We can also set limits onGWgenerationmechanismby considering speciﬁcmodels of the interior ofNSs, as
discussed in [29], and reviewed brieﬂy in appendix B. Assuming standard nuclearmatter and breaking strain for
elastic forces, the ellipticity sustained can be limited to less than ´ -4 10 6, irrespective of the physics leading to
deformations [18, 33]. This can also be used to evaluate theGWstrain amplitude limit h n. Since the strain limits
hsd and h n come fromdifferent physics (conservation of angularmomentum and balancing forces in stellar
interior), we use the lower of the two as the upper limit formetric strain.
Table 1 details parameters for pulsars of interest with rotational frequency higher than 500 Hz, alongwith
current limitations onGWstrain from the LIGO+VIRGO collaboration. Theoretical estimates ofmetric strain
assuming spin-down limit, and elastic crust breakdown limit on ellipticity ( = ´ -4 10 6) from [18] are also
given. Table 1 also gives the strain estimate set by the heliumdetector outlined inﬁgure 1 (Gen1) that wewill
discuss in detail in the following sections. Several of these pulsars were discovered recently by analyzing gamma-
ray sources fromFermi-LAT. The number of known fast spinning pulsars is expected to grow signiﬁcantly as
more sources are discovered and analyzed.
Since the strain due toGWs frompulsars is expected to be very small but coherent, one needs to integrate the
signal for a long time (the latest result being a compilation of∼250 d of integration over three detectors [22]).
Also, in order to rule out noise we need to detect aGW signal from at least two different detectors. Strain
sensitivity also improves as Nd , whereNd is the number of detectors [35]. There has been computationally
intensive analysis of LIGO+VIRGOdata to search for suchGWsignals.While being unsuccessful, they have
improved the upper bound on the emittedwave amplitudes. In the following, we outline the proposal for a
simple, low-cost, narrowband detector for these GWstrains based on a superﬂuid heliumoptomechanical
system. Being relatively simple and economical, superﬂuid heliumdetectors can be set up inmultiple locations
to improve overall detection sensitivity.
As a precursor to subsequent discussions, we present the central result of ourwork inﬁgure 2, showing the
limits set by different detectors for tenMSPs of interest from table 1. Alongwith the spin-down limit and limit
set by the previousmeasurement [22], we also show the limits set by two different geometries of heliumdetectors
thatwe discuss in detail in sections 3 and 4.Here, we have assumed that the resonance frequency of the same
acousticmode can be tuned by up to 200 Hzwithout changing theQ-factor (of ´6 1010), thereby resonantly
targeting each pulsar with the same detector.
3. Superﬂuid heliumGWdetector
TheGWstrain detector we propose is a resonantmass detector formed by acousticmodes of superﬂuid helium
in a cavity parametrically coupled to amicrowaves in a superconducting resonator. For the purpose of our
calculations, wewill treat the superﬂuid as an elasticmediumwith zero dissipation. At the temperatures we
expect to operate this detector, <T 10mK, the normalﬂuid fraction rn is expected to be r r < -10n 0 8, where
r0 is the total density of the ﬂuid [37]. For temperatures below <T 100mK, the dissipation of audio frequency
acoustic waves is expected and found to be dominated by a three-phonon process, falling off as -T 4.
Table 1.Table ofmillisecond Pulsars with frequency greater than 500 Hz: wp is the rotational frequency, w p=f pGW is the frequency of
gravitational waves, w˙p is themeasured spin down rate, and d is the distance to the pulsar in kilo-parsecs, hsd and hen are the spin-down and
elastic strain limits. These values are compared to the strain limit set by recent continuousGWsurveys by LIGO+VIRGO h0
95% [22, 34], and
the strain limit for three identical Gen1 heliumdetectors operating at [020]modewith an integration time of 250 d (except for J1748
−2446ad, wheremode [201]was used). Pulsars indicated by superscript *were discovered by the Fermi gamma ray telescope.
Pulsar w p2p fGW w p˙ 2p d hsd h n h095% hHe,195%
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz s−1) (kpc) ´ -10 25 ´ -10 25 ´ -10 25 ´ -10 25
J0034−0534 532.71 1065.43 - ´ -1.4 10 15 1 ´ -1.3 10 2 48 0.49 ´ -1.1 10 1
J1301+0833* 542.38 1084.76 - ´ -3.2 10 15 0.7 ´ -2.8 10 2 71 1.1 ´ -1.1 10 1
J1747−4036* 609.76 1219.51 - ´ -4.9 10 15 3.4 ´ -6.7 10 3 19 Nodata ´ -9.2 10 2
J1748−2446O 596.44 1192.87 - ´ -9.3 10 15 5.9 ´ -5.4 10 3 10 2.6 ´ -9.6 10 2
J1748−2446P 578.50 1157 - ´ -8.9 10 14 5.9 ´ -1.7 10 2 9.6 1.6 ´ -1.0 10 1
J1748−2446ad 716.36 1432.7 - ´ -1.7 10 14 5.9 ´ -6.7 10 3 15 1.8 ´ -3.3 10 1
J1810+1744* 601.41 1202.82 - ´ -1.6 10 15 2.5 ´ -5.3 10 3 24 0.49 ´ -9.4 10 2
J1843−1113 541.81 1083.62 - ´ -2.9 10 15 2.0 ´ -9.4 10 3 25 0.46 ´ -1.1 10 1
J1902−5105* 574.71 1149.43 - ´ -3.0 10 15 1.2 ´ -1.5 10 2 47 Nodata ´ -1.0 10 1
J1939+2134 641.93 1283.86 - ´ -4.3 10 14 1.5 ´ -4.4 10 2 46 0.48 ´ -8.6 10 2
J1959+2048 622.12 1244.24 - ´ -6.2 10 15 1.5 ´ -1.7 10 2 44 0.74 ´ -9.0 10 2
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Anelastic body (withdimensions l GW) in a gravitationalﬁeldwill undergodeformationdue tochanges in space-
timeas aGWpassesby.Theequationofmotion for thedisplacementﬁeld ( )r tu , of anelastic body is givenby [38]
r m l m r¶¶ -  - +   =( ) ( ) ( )t
u
u u hx.
1
2
¨ , 7
2
2 L
2
L L
where ρ is the density, l m,L L are the Lamé coefﬁcients for the elastic body and hx¨ is the effective amplitude of
thewave for a particular orientation of the detector that exerts an effective tidal force on the detector.
This acoustic deformation can be broken into its eigenmodes x= å( ) ( ) ( )t tu r w r, n n n . For this analysis, we
assume our acoustic antenna is in a single eigenmode of frequency wm, thus dropping index n.We have used the
notationwhere ( )w r is a dimensionless spatialmode functionwith unit amplitude, and the actual amplitude of
the displacementﬁeld is in x ( )t .
Rigid boundary walls and zero viscosity enables us to describe the acousticmodes accurately via awave
equation as opposed toNavier–Stokes equations typically used for ﬂuidﬂow. The spatialmodes are obtained by
solving the acoustic equations ofmotion [39], as outlined in appendix C. These acousticmodes of helium in a
superconducting cavity were experimentally studied by some of the authors in [4].We found them to bewell-
modeled by this theory, and haveQ-factors exceeding 108 at 45mK.
For the purposes of this paper, wewill simply add the ﬁnite linear dissipation to the acoustic resonance,
parameterized as aﬁniteQ. For a damped acoustic resonator, equation (7) can be simpliﬁed to show that the
displacementﬁeld x ( )t satisﬁes the equation ofmotion [40, 41]
åm x w x w x+ + =⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
˙ ( )
Q
h q¨
1
4
¨ , 8m m
ij
ij ij
He
2
whereQHe is theQ-factor andμ is the reducedmass for the particular eigenmode, òm r= Vw d2 , and qij is the
dynamic part of the quadrupolemoment,
ò r d= + -⎜ ⎟⎛⎝ ⎞⎠· ( )q w x x w Vw r23 d . 9ij i j i j ij
In their analysis of various antenna geometries forGWdetection,Hirakawa and coworkers introduced two
quantities to compareGWantennas spanning different size and symmetry groups [41]. These are the effective
area (AG) characterizing theGW-active part of the vibrationalmode, and the directivity function (d
A), which
characterizes the directional and polarization dependence of the antenna. They are deﬁned as
åm= ( )A M q
2
10G ij
2
and
q f = å å
( )( ) ( ) ( )d q e
q
k
,
5
4
, 11A
ij ij
A
ij
2
2
whereM is the totalmass of the antenna and eij
A is the unit vector for incomingGWsignal polarizationA
( Î + ´{ }A , ) in arbitrary direction q f y( )k , , . The Euler angles q f y( ), , transform from the pulsar
Figure 2. Strain sensitivity of various detectors for 10MSPs of interest for the heliumdetector versusmeasurement time for two
heliumdetectors with same sensitivity operating simultaneously, at a bath temperature of 5 mK, =[ ] [ ]lmn 020 , andQ-factor of 6×
1010 for bothGen1 (mass= 2.66 kg, in blue) andGen2 (mass= 15.9 kg, in red) detectors.We also show the current limits on strain set
by LIGO+VIRGOcollaboration [22, 34] and calculated limit of Advanced LIGOoperating at design sensitivity for 365 d [36]. As seen
in theﬁgure, the current limit on pulsarGW strains can be surpassedwithin a few days of integration time forGen1, and in under a few
days forGen2. Also shown is the spin-down limit for these pulsars.
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coordinate system to the detector co-ordinate system and are discussed in appendix A, alongwith the explicit
formof eij
A. An important distinction between the proposed detector and otherGWsensors, particularly the
interferometric ones, is that the orientation of the detector (parameterized byψ) can be adjusted to optimize the
directivity function for the astrophysical source in consideration due to its small size. This acts as another tunable
parameter that can give signiﬁcant enhancement in sensitivity, as shown inﬁgure 3 formode [ ]020 .
In terms of the above expressions, themean squared force from a continuousGWsource of polarizationA is
p mw q f mw= =( ) ( ) ( )f G
c
M A d s M A d h t
2
5
,
1
40
, 12
G G G
A A
G G
A
A
2
3
2 4 2
where w w= 2G p is theGW frequency. Herewe have assumed a δ-functionGWspectrum.
As an example, we choose a cylindrical cavity of radius =a 10.8 cm, length L= 50 cm (fromnowonwards
referred to asGen1 orwith subscript ( )He, 1 ).We focus on the acousticmode =( )f 1071 Hz0,2,0 , which has an
effectivemass m = M0.625 , and a largeGR-active area of p=A a0.629G 2 due to its quadrupolar shape, shown
inﬁgureC1. Another geometry considered in this work is a cylindrical cavity of the same radius, but length
L= 3 m (fromnowonwards referred to asGen2 orwith subscript ( )He, 2 ). Since the resonance frequency of the
[ ]020 mode is independent of length, it remains unchanged.However, increasing themass gives us a larger
effectivemass for the same area. Figure 3 shows the various directivity functions for this acousticmode that
capture the angular dependence of the sensitivity of the detector. Appendix Cdiscusses several characteristics of
theﬁrst fewmodes of the cylindrical cavity that have a non-zero quadrupolar tensor inmore detail.
4.Noisemechanisms andminimumdetectable strain
The systemwe are proposing and have been exploring in the laboratory [4, 6] is a parametric transducer [42] and
essentially similar to other optomechanical systems [43]: the acousticmotion of the superﬂuid and resulting
perturbation of the dielectric constantmodulates the frequency of a high-Q superconductingmicrowave
resonator. The details of the coupled acoustic andmicrowave system, sources of dissipation (phonon scattering,
effect of isotopic impurities, radiation loss,) requirements on thermal stability, etc are the subject of another
manuscript [6]. Herewe take a few central results of this analysis.
The noise sources relevant to this system are the Brownianmotion of the ﬂuid driven by thermal/dissipative
forces, the additive noise of the ampliﬁer which is used to detect themicrowave ﬁeld, the added noise of the
stimulatingmicrowave ﬁeld (phase noise), and possible back-action forces due toﬂuctuations of the ﬁeld inside
themicrowave cavity (due to phase noise and quantumnoise). The effect of vortices in superﬂuid heliumdue to
Figure 3.The directivity patterns for acousticmode =[ ] [ ]lmn 020 of the cylindrical cavity. The + ´, polarization and total directivity
functions are given for two different polarizations of the detector (Euler angle y p= 0, 2). The orientation of the detector can be
adjusted to optimize the directivity function for the astrophysical source in consideration.
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earth’s rotation on theQ-factor is unclear. However, using an annular cylinder or an equatorialmount allows for
long integration timeswithout the possibly detrimental effects due to vortices.
Active and passive vibration isolation schemes deployed in interferometric sensors can be easily transplanted
to our proposed detector. Seismic isolation requirements for this detector are less stringent than LIGOprimarily
due to the high frequency of operation (∼1 kHz). Furthermore, due to themismatch between the speed of sound
in helium and niobium, there is natural acoustic isolation from the container.Wewill assume for the purpose of
this discussion that the challenging job of seismically isolating the superﬂuid cell from external vibrations has
been accomplished, as has been done for other GWdetectors, including LIGO [44], cryogenic testmasses for
KAGRA [45], and various resonant detectors [46]. Due to the high frequency and narrow bandwidth of the
astrophysical source of interest, the strain noise due toNewtonian gravityﬂuctuations are expected not to be
relevant for this detector [44].
For a sufﬁciently intensemicrowave pump,with sufﬁciently low phase noise, the thermal Brownianmotion
of the heliumwill dominate the noise. Assuming the device is pumped on the red sideband, w w w= -pp c m, and
that the system is the side-band resolved limit, w k>m c , the upconversion rate ofmicrowave photons is given
by: kG = D( · )p g n4 p copt SQL 0 2 , where wpp, wc, and wm are the pump, cavity, and acousticmode frequency
respectively, k w= Qc c Nb is the cavity damping rate,DpSQL is the amplitude of the zero-point ﬂuctuation of
the pressure of the acoustic ﬁeld, np is the amplitude of the pump inside the cavitymeasured in quanta, and g0 is
the coupling between the acoustic andmicrowave ﬁeld. For the geometry we consider here, Gen1: l= 0.5 m,
a= 0.108 m, w p= ´2 1071 Hzm , w p= ´2 1.6 GHzc , and p= - ´ ´ -g 2 7.5 100 11Hz.
To achieve a readoutwith noise temperature of 1 mK,whichmeans that the added noise of the ampliﬁer is
equal to the thermal noise amplitude when the helium is thermalized at 1 mK, requires = ´n 6 10p 9
microwave pumpphotons and a phase noise of−145 dBc/Hz. To begin to dampen and cool the acoustic
resonancewith cavity backaction force, would require =n 10p 12, and a phase noise of−145 dBc/Hz.Microwave
sources have been realized using sapphire resonators with phase noise of−160 dBc/Hz at 1 kHz [47, 48]. To
incorporate a similar lownoise oscillator in our detector, one has to implement amicrowave readout using
interferometric frequency discriminator, as used in [49].Togetherwith a tunable superconducting cavity, it is
possible to realize a sourcewith sufﬁcient lownoise to broaden and cool thismodewith backaction, as
demonstrated earlier in resonant bar antennas [50].
Due to the very low dielectric constant of helium ( = 1.05He ), the bare optomechanical coupling constant is
small compared to typicalmicro-scale optomechanical systems:
w= D ¶ ¶D·g p pc0 SQL p=- ´ ´ -2 7.5 10 11Hz: this is the frequency shift of theNb cavity, wc, due to the
zero-point ﬂuctuations of the acousticﬁeld of the helium,DpSQL. However, the relevant quantity is
cooperativity, g= GC opt He, which compares the rate of signal photon up-conversion, Gopt, to the loss rate of
acoustic quanta to the thermal bath, g w= QHe He He.With quantum limitedmicrowave detection (now
possible with a number of ampliﬁers), detection at the SQL is achievedwhenC= 1, and is the onset of signiﬁcant
backaction effects such as optomechanical damping and cooling. The key point is that for this systemwe expect
to be able to realize very large np. This is due to the very highQ possible inNb, ( ~Q 10Nb 11 is now routine for
accelerator cavities [51, 52], evenwhen driven to very high internalﬁelds of 107V m−1 corresponding to
=n 10p 23,) and dielectric losses and resulting heating atmicrowave frequency in liquid helium are expected to
be negligible up to very high pumppowers. Assuming the dielectric loss angle in helium is less than 10−10, our
estimates suggest that =n 10p 16 should be achievable before dissipative effects lead to signiﬁcant heating of
helium at 5 mK, far beyond the internal pump intensity usedwithmicro-optomechanical systems and far above
the onset of backaction effects,C= 1 for = ´n 8 10p 11. As a result, we are optimistic that SQL limited detection
and signiﬁcant backaction cooling and linewidth broadening are possible. As seen in other resonantGW
antennas [50, 53], one has to be careful about amplitude noise of the pump, since it starts deteriorating the
acousticQ-factor at large powers due to backaction forces.
Since the frequency and phase of the pulsar’s GW signal should be known through observations of the
electromagnetic signal, single quadrature back-action evading, quantumnon-demolitionmeasurement
techniques could be implemented [54]. This has the advantage of avoiding the back-action forces from the cavity
ﬁeld ﬂuctuations and can lower the phase noise requirements of themicrowave pump. Similar noise evasion
techniques have already been studied in resonantGWantennas [55].
In the following discussionwe assume that noise at the detection frequency is dominated by the thermal
noise of the acousticmode. As highlighted in the previous paragraphs, this assumption is valid for a sufﬁciently
intensemicrowave pump,with sufﬁciently low phase noise. This involves implementing state of the art
microwave transducer technology in our system.Detailed quantitative analysis of the contribution of various
types of transducer noise to strain sensitivity will be the subject of future work.We also assume acousticQ-
factors of around 1010 in these calculations.While other low lossmaterials such as sapphire, quartz and silicon
have demonstrated acousticQ-factors higher than the onewe demonstrated for superﬂuid helium ( ´1.4 108),
it appears possible for helium to reach signiﬁcantly higherQ-factors than thosemeasured so far with technical
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improvements like lowering the temperature and using an isotropically puriﬁed helium sample, as we detail in
[6]. This is due to the fact that in the low loss solidsmentioned above, the acousticQ-factor seems to be limited
by point defects and dislocations in the crystal lattice [56]. Our proposed resonant antenna is not expected to
suffer from these lossmechanisms due to unique properties of superﬂuid 4He. Thismakes us optimistic about
attaining the extremely highQ factors used in this theoretical work in the long run.
At effective temperatureT, the force noise spectral density SFF is given by the relation
w c w w=xx [ ] ∣ ( )∣ [ ]S SFF2 , with the susceptibility c w m w w g w= - + -( ) [ (( ) )]im2 2 He 1, and the position noise
spectral density is given by
w mw
g
w w g
g
w w g= + + + - +xx
⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭[ ] ( ) ( ) ( )S
k T 2
4
2
4
, 13B
m m m
th
2
He
2
He
2
He
2
He
2
with g w= QmHe He. For gravitational strain, using equation (8), weﬁnd w w m w=[ ] [ ] ( )S S M d A40hh FF G A G4 for
a continuousGWsource at frequency wG. Combining these, weﬁnd that for a resonantmass detector at
w w=G m,
w w=[ ] ( )S
k T
Md A Q
80
. 14hh
B
A
G mHe
3
The strain sensitivity of our detector is simply w[ ]Shh , and theminimumnoise is w t[ ]Shh int after an
integration time tint. Theminimumdetectable strain ﬁeldwith s2 certainty is therefore given by [32]
w
t w t» =
[ ] ( )h S k T
M A d Q
2
320 1
. 15hh B
G G
A
m
min
int
3
int
The s2 limit is used to be consistent with previously reported limits on hmin [22].
As an example, both cylindrical cavities considered in section 3 have acousticmode ~[ ]f 1071 Hz0,2,0 . This
mode of the detector can easily be tuned (by under±15Hz) to be in resonancewith pulsars J0034−0534, J1301
+0833, and J1843−1113. Similarly, another acousticmode ( =[ ]f 14252,0,1 Hz) is found to have resonant
frequencies in the vicinity (<8Hz) of the frequency ofGWs frompulsar J1748−2446ad. Taking into account the
different quadrupole tensors, effectivemass and directivity functions for the different acousticmodes (discussed
in appendix C), table 2 lists theminimumdetectable strain for these pulsars for cylindrical detectorGen1 after
250 d of integration time (same time as in [22]). Herewe have assumed an acousticQ-factor of ´6 1010 and
thermalT= 5mK for both geometries. Since the detector is small enough to be rotated ormoved geographically
to optimize signal from a particular pulsar, we have assumed y = 0 and q f( ), thatmaximizes the directivity.
In order to compare the sensitivity of our proposed detector with otherGWsensors, we pick a speciﬁc
expected astrophysical source: GWs frompulsar J1301+0833, with w p= ´2 1084.76 HzG . Gen1 (mode
[020]) gives us sensitivity of = ´ -h 4.4 10 Hzmin 23 , which is signiﬁcantly below the sensitivity of LIGO, and
comparable (within a factor of 3) to current sensitivity of advanced LIGO. Such a detector can surpass the LIGO
+VIRGO estimate onminimum strain = ´ -h 1.1 10095% 25 in under aweek of integration time (under a
month ifQ-factor is ´6 109 instead). Increasing themass by a factor of 6 (by choosingGen2), while assuming
the sameQ-factor and noise characteristics, we can get sensitivity of ´ -1.8 10 Hz23 , which is below the
strain sensitivity of advanced LIGO for this frequency range. Figure 4 shows theminimumdetectable strain as a
function of integration time for variousQ factors for two resonant detectors operating at the same sensitivity.
Figure 4 also shows the sensitivity estimates for three interferometeric detectors operating at LIGO-S6
sensitivity, and at advanced LIGOdesign sensitivity, as used in [22].
Asﬁgure 4 and table 2 demonstrate, Gen2 can comewithin a factor of 2 of the spin-down limit for pulsar
J1301+0833 (and several other pulsars) in a year of integration time. Considering the conjecture that the
primary spin-downmechanism forMSPs is the emission of gravitational radiation, our detector seems a
promising candidate for searches of continuousGWs from this and similar other pulsars.
Table 2.Table ofmillisecond Pulsars of interest for heliumdetectors Gen1 andGen2.Here, wp is the pulsar rotational frequency,
w p=f pGW is the frequency of GWs, as given in table 1. These values are compared to the strain limit set by recent continuousGW
survey by interferometric detectors [22, 34], alongwith the strain limit for the helium resonant detectors Gen1with an integration
time of 250 d andGen 2with one year integration time, as shown in equation (15). Here, y = 0,Q-factor is 6× 1010, and the
acousticmode is given in square brackets.
Pulsar w p2p fGW (Hz) hsd h095%- LIGO hHe,195%(l,m, n) hHe,295%(l,m, n)
J0034−0534 532.71 1065.43 ´ -1.3 10 27 ´ -4.9 10 26 ´ -1.1 10 26[020] ´ -3.8 10 27[020]
J1301+0833 542.38 1084.76 ´ -2.8 10 27 ´ -1.1 10 25 ´ -1.1 10 26[020] ´ -3.7 10 27[020]
J1843−1113 541.81 1083.62 ´ -9.4 10 28 ´ -4.6 10 26 ´ -1.1 10 26[020] ´ -3.7 10 27 [020]
J1748−2446ad 716.36 1432.7 ´ -6.7 10 28 ´ -1.8 10 25 ´ -3.3 10 26[201] No coupling
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Wewould like to note that several noise suppressionmechanisms (such as squeezed light injection) currently
used in LIGO can also be employed here.More importantly, there are ways to squeeze themechanicalmotion of
the detector [57–59]. This can signiﬁcantly relax the size,Q-factor andmicrowave noise requirements,
increasing the sensitivity of our proposed detector signiﬁcantly. For example, exploringmethods to squeeze
mechanicalmotion by changing the speed of sound periodically, and exploring other effects arising from
parametric coupling between the helium acousticmodes and themicrowave resonator container is a straight
forward extension of the current setup, since the helium is already being pressurized and parametrically coupled
tomicrowaves for resonant force detection. A detailed analysis of implementing these protocols for improved
GWsensingwill be the subject of future research.
5. Comparisonwith other detectors
The basic principle of the superﬂuid heliumdetector is analogous to that of other resonantmass sensors, such as
Weber bars. The use of resonantmassGWdetectors has a 50 year history, dating back to early experiments by
Weber [5]. There have been several proposals of using resonantmass detectors to search forGW frompulsars
[32], and a few continuousGWsearches targeting speciﬁc pulsars [60]. Herewe highlight several key differences
in the implementation using superﬂuid helium.
• Mass:Wediscuss a kg-scale sample of heliumwhich is 103 times smaller than the typical resonant bar
detectors. The lowmass limits the utility of the heliumdetector toCWsources, whereas themassive detectors
are useful for broadband impulse sources (such as the ones detected by LIGO). Nonetheless, there is high
sensitivity for CW sources and the lowmassmakes a heliumdetector economical and small scale. One could
deploy a few such detectors to seek coincidence and further improve sensitivity.
• /T Q temperature and quality factor:He It is possible to cool an isolated sample of helium to temperatures less
than 10 mKandwe are anticipating very low loss. For instance, helium at 25 mKwith =Q 10He 9 has a ratio
T Q 10He 3 times smaller than the best value found in the literature, and potentially 10
6 times smaller at lower
temperature [6].
• Optomechanical damping: It appears possible to substantially increase the acoustic resonance linewidth
without decreasing the force sensitivity by parametrically coupling tomicrowaves [4].While parametric
transducers are also used in other resonantmass detectors [61, 62], the particular geometry andmechanism
used in heliumdetector is expected to have lower noise characteristics [6].
• Frequency tunability: It is possible to change the speed of sound in heliumby 50%by pressurization. This
allows the apparatus to be frequency agile; thus searching several pulsars with the same detector. It also allows
for long term tracking the same pulsar in the presence of deleterious frequency shifts. For example, the
estimatedDoppler shift of theGWsignal fromCrab pulsar is∼30mHz yr−1 due to earth’smotion.Our
Figure 4. Strain sensitivity versusmeasurement time for two heliumdetectors with same sensitivity operating simultaneously,
assuming a bath temperature of 5 mK, =( ) ( )l m n, , 0, 2, 0 , for Geometry 1(blue) and 2(red).We also show the limits set by three
interferometric detectors operating at LIGO-S6 sensitivity (solid black), and the design sensitivity of advanced LIGO (dashed black).
The stars shows the current limit onminimum strain set by LIGO, and the projected limit by Advanced LIGO. As seen in theﬁgure,
the current limit can be surpassedwithin a few days of integration time forGen1, and under a day forGen2. Also shown is the spin-
down limit for pulsar J1301+0833.
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detector can be tuned to track this shift, allowing formonths of integration time, reducing SNR, and thereby
the detection threshold.
A standard ﬁgure ofmerit used in literature to compare various bar detectors of differentmaterials is
h r= Q cs3 asmentioned in [63]. Typical values of η range from –10 1021 24 kg s−3. According to thismetric,
heliummay seem like a poor choice for a bar detector, (h ~ ´Q 10 kgHe 9 s−3). This ﬁgure ofmerit ismade of
thematerial speciﬁc parameters in theminimumdetectable strain, as given in equation (15). However, adding
the temperature dependence, and largeQ-factorsmake the helium sensor comparable to the resonant bar
detector. In addition, due to its smaller size, temperature stability, seismic and acoustic isolation aremuch easier
tomaintain.
Unlike interferometric detectors like LIGOconducting a broadband search forGWs, the heliumdetector is
narrowband, andwillwork best for detection of continuous coherentwaves such as those frompulsars.
Nevertheless, as highlighted inﬁgure 4, around 1 kHz the setupdescribed above has strain sensitivitywithin a
factor of 4 (forGen 1), or inprinciple even surpassing the sensitivity of advancedLIGOby considering a larger
volumeof superﬂuid helium (as done inGen 2). This allowsus to surpass the limits frompreviousCWsearches of
VIRGO+LIGOexperiments ( ~ -h 10min 25)within aweek, or less depending on the detector size andQ-factor.
There are several ongoing and proposed detectors forGWs, for example space-based interferometric
detector eLISA [11, 64], atom interferometry based detector AGIS-LEO [65], and Pulsar TimingArrays [66].
These detectors operate at different frequency ranges, typicallymuch lower than the heliumdetector considered
here. As is the case for astrophysical sources of electromagnetic waves, the power spectrumofGWs is extremely
broad andwould require the use of different types of ‘GWtelescopes’. The astrophysical sources of interest for
the heliumdetector are different from these other proposed detectors.
Finally, an important advantage of considering superﬂuid helium as a resonantGWsensor is that by
designing different geometries and exploring different types of resonances, one could build detectors for a range
of astrophysical sources. For example, by considering smaller containers orHelmholtz resonances inmicro or
nano-ﬂuidic channels [67], itmay be possible to build a resonant detectors for high frequency sources of GWs as
explored in other devices [68, 69]. Alternatively, larger containers or low-frequencyHelmholtz resonancesmay
be used to detect continuousGWs from young pulsars or binary systems. Since the technology required for the
proposed superﬂuid heliumGWdetector is space-friendly, itmay be possible to design detectors for space
missions if seismic noise becomes a deterrent.
6. Conclusions and outlook
As discussed in section 4, there are several stringent requirements for low-noise operation of our proposed
detector: isotopically pure sample, sub-10 mK cryogenic environment, very low phase-noisemicrowave source,
and vibration isolation. Furthermore, due to the low density and speed of sound, a reasonable size (∼1 m) bar
detectormade of helium can only be used for detection of continuousGWs.
Despite these extreme requirements, using superﬂuid 4He does have several advantages. The low intrinsic
dissipation and dielectric loss andwide acoustic tunability are directmanifestations of the inherent quantum
nature of the acousticmedium. Since the container itself is in amacroscopic quantum state (superconductor), it
further contributes to the extremely low-noise and high sensitivity nature of the proposed device bymaking an
extremely highQmicrowave resonatorwith very high power-handling.
Several ideas for future work are outlined in themanuscript at various places. They include investigating
more complex geometries for stronger coupling to gravitational strain, or investigating other high-Q acoustic
resonances (Helmholtz resonances) to detect other sources of continuousGWs. Also,many ideas fromquantum
optics and quantummeasurement theory can be implemented here to increase bandwidth or sensitivity. For
example, by periodicallymodulating the resonance frequency, it will be possible to upconvert out of resonance
signals into helium resonance signals, thereby increasing the frequency tunability. Several techniques from
quantummeasurements can be applied to our proposed transduction scheme to avoidmeasurement backaction
or to squeeze acoustic noise, thereby increasing the sensitivity further.
Evenwithout these techniques, the extreme displacement sensitivity (~ -10 Hz23 ) of thismeter-scale
device corresponds to ameasurement of thewidth ofmilkyway to cm-scale precision! This is againmade
possible by combining twomacroscopic quantum states in themeasurement scheme (a superﬂuid coupled to a
superconductor). The resulting hybrid quantum sensor is an extremely lownoise detector due to the robustness
of the quantum states involved. As these experiments develop, amore broadly functioningGWdetectormay
become realistic, as well as the detection of other extremely small laboratory-scale forces.
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AppendixA. Brief introduction toGWs
GWs are solutions to the linearized Einstein equations, where the perturbedmetric can bewritten as
h= +mn mn mng h . Here, h = -mn [ ]diag 1, 1, 1, 1 is theMinkowskimetric and mn ∣ ∣h 1 is a small perturbation
of themetric. In free space, Einstein’s equations ofmotion, which describe the dynamics of space-time, reduce
to =mnR 0, where mnR is the Ricci-tensor constructed from themetric. Since only theweak-ﬁeld limit is
considered, terms that are of higher order in mnh can be neglected. In addition, general relativity has an inherent
gauge freedom related to the choice of coordinates. In the Lorentz-gauge the equations ofmotion reduce to a
wave equation as in electromagnetism:
= = -¶ +  =mn mn mn( ) ( )R h c h 0. A.1t2 2 2
This is thewave equation forGWs, which are small perturbations ofﬂat space-time that propagate at the
speed of light. A general plane-wave solution has the form w j= - +mn mn
 ( ) ( · )h x t A t k x, cos , with the
dispersion relation w = ∣ ∣c k . Choosing the speciﬁc transverse-traceless gauge, and a coordinate system inwhich
thewave propagates only in the z-direction, the only non-vanishing components of theGW tensor are the spatial
components
= - + -+ + ´ ´⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
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z h t
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c
ze e , A.2ij ij ij
where +h and h× are the two polarization components with the polarization tensors given by
= -+
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1 0 0
0 1 0
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and
=
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0 1 0
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GWs carry energy and have observable effects onmatter. For test particles at a distancemuch shorter than
thewavelength of theGW, thewave induces an effective time-dependent tidal force. To see this, it is convenient
to use gauge-invariant quantities, such as the Riemann tensor which is invariant to linear order. Its only non-
vanishing component is = -m n mnR h¨0 0 12 , where the dot denotes differentiationwith respect to coordinate time t.
The Riemann tensor captures howneighboring geodesics (i.e. world lines of free particles) changewith respect to
each other: the vector mx that connects two geodesics follows the geodesic deviation equation
= = -m nm n mn nx R x h x¨ ¨0 0 12 . This equation holds for geodesics that are close to each other as compared to the
wave length l of theGW, i.e. lx . From this equation follows the equation ofmotion for the distance
between two neighboring test particles:
= + = -+ ´ ´ +( ) ( ) ( )x h x h y y h x h y¨ 1
2
¨ ¨ , ¨
1
2
¨ ¨ . A.5
The equations ofmotion are equivalent to the presence of an effective tidal force =F h x¨ 2i ij j that acts on the
particles. The corresponding effective force is conservative and can therefore be represented by force lines,
shown inﬁgure A1 for a purely plus-polarizedwave. For a general polarization, the force line diagram is rotated
counter-clockwise by the angleΨwhere Y = ´ +( ) h htan 2 ¨ ¨ .
For only a plus-polarizedwave ( =´h 0), the solution to lowest order in h is
= + = -+ +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x t x h t y t y h t0 1
2
0 1
2
. A.6
The distances between nearby points oscillate in the x- and y-directions, i.e. perpendicular to theGW.A
cross-polarizedwave has the same effect butwith the x–y-plane rotated by p 4.
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The detector co-ordinate axis (x y z, , ) is not necessarily alignedwith the gravitational wavefront emitted
from the source ( ¢ ¢ ¢x y z, , ). To account for the angular dependence, the strain at the detector can bewritten as
q f y q f y= ++ + ´ ´( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )h t F h t F h t, , , , , A.7
where q f y( ), , are the Euler angles that convert from the pulsar co-ordinate system to the detector plane, as
shown inﬁgure A2, and q f y+ (´ )F , , are known as the detector pattern functions [70].While the angles θ andf
describe the direction of the incomingGW (f being rotation of the old x–y plane along the z-axis, and θ being the
angle between the source and detector z-axis),ψ deﬁnes the polarization (rotation of the x–y plane along source
line of sight) [71], as shown inﬁgure A2. Compared to large ground-based sensors where the angleψ isﬁxed, it
can be used as a parameter for the heliumdetector, to be optimized for the particular pulsar in consideration.
Detector pattern function is deﬁned as q f y q f y=( ) ˆ ( )F q e, , , ,A ij Aij , where q is the dynamicmass
quadrupole tensor of the detector that we discuss below, and q f yˆ ( )e , ,Aij (with Î + ´{ }A , ) are the unit
vectors for the two polarizations of theGWgiven in equations (A.3), (A.4) in the rotated basis,
q f y = -ˆ ( ) ˆe R e R, ,A XYZ A XYZ1 , where the rotationmatrix is given by
q f y
q f q f q
y f f q y f y f q y q y
f y q f y y q f f y q y
=
-
- + +
+ -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥⎥
( )R , ,
cos cos cos sin sin
cos sin cos sin sin cos cos sin sin sin cos sin
cos cos sin sin sin cos sin sin cos sin cos cos
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Appendix B.GWperturbation froman ellipsoidal pulsar
Let us assume a non-spherical pulsar, rotating about the z-axis with angular frequency wp.We assume an
ellipsoidal star with the axes coincidingwith the principal axes of the solid of revolution, with a b c, , being the
Figure A1. Force lines for the effective tidal force produced by a plus-polarized gravitational wave. The force acts perpendicular to the
direction of propagation of thewave. The same force lines, rotated counter clock-wise by pY = 4, represent the effect of a cross-
polarizedwave.
Figure A2.The co-ordinate transformation angles from the detector frame (symbolized by the cylinder) to the source frame
(symbolized by the star). The angleΨ in the x′–y′-plane deﬁnes the polarization of the gravitational wave.
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semi-axes along x y z, , directions respectively.We also assume a constantmass density, ρ. The quadrupolar
mass tensor is deﬁned as òr≔Q x x Vdij i jbody . Due to the (chosen) co-ordinate systembeing along the
principal axes here, = ( ) [ ]Q M a b c1 5 diag , ,p 2 2 2 , whereMp is themass of the pulsar. Assuming at time t= 0,
= =( ) [ ]Q t Q Q Q0 diag , ,1 2 3 . Deﬁning = +Q Q Q1 2, and ellipticity  = -( )Q Q Izz1 2 , where
= +( ) ( )I M a b1 5zz 2 2 is themoment of inertia about the z-axis [72], the quadrupolar tensor can bewritten as
 
 
w w
w w=
+ -
- -
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In the far-ﬁeld limit, where size of the star (orGM c2)=wavelength of theGW ( wc p)=distance to detector
(d), theGWperturbation becomes
=( ) ( ) ( )h t x G
c d
Q t,
2 ¨ , B.2ij r4
where h is the gravitational perturbation tensor in transverse-traceless gauge, and = -( )t t d cr is the retarded
time, given the detector is distance d away from the source. Since time retardation gives an extra overall phase
here, we ignore it for our purposes. Thus,
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Wenow estimate the value of h for a typical pulsar in terms of astronomical observables. There are two
unknowns here, Izz and ò. These parameters depend on the composition of theNS. Even though the equation of
state (relation between density and pressure) of aNS is unknown, certain properties ofNSs are remarkably well
understood, and agree with astronomical observations.Mostmodels show that the radius lies between 10.5 and
11.2 kmandmass ranges between 0.5Me and 3Me, with allmeasured values close to 1.35Me (fromKeplerian
analysis of pulsars in binary systems- 5%of all observed pulsars) [21]. Putting in these values, themoment of
inertia amounts to 1038 kg m2, the estimate used in previousGWsearches, see [22].
The biggest uncertainty in estimating h therefore stems from ò, the ellipticity parameter that characterizes
themass asymmetry of the pulsar.We nowpresent estimates on ò from twodifferentmechanisms: the spin-
down energy conservation (sd) and elastic strain on theNS crust (n) and their correspondingGWstrain limits.
Spin-down limit: Since the pulsar is spinning down, its rotational frequency is changing at some observable
rate w˙p. This amounts to a torque of w˙Izz p.We assume that all of this spin-down is due to gravitational radiation,
w w= =˙ ( )I L t E td d 1 d dzz p z p , where Lz is the angularmomentumof the body along z axis, andE is the
rotational kinetic energy. The emitted power of gravitational radiation is given by [27, 72]
 w= á ñ =⃛ ⃛ ( )E
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Solving for the ellipticity parameter, weﬁnd
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This in turn is used to compute the upper-limit estimate for gravitation perturbation strain in terms of constants
and observational data
 w ww= - =
˙ ( )h G
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c d
4 5
2
. B.6zz p
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2
3 2
The spin-down strain estimate is a signiﬁcant over-estimate of the strength ofGWs, particularly from young
pulsars, as is eluded to by braking indexmeasurements [30, 31], and also conﬁrmed by the absence ofGW signal
in recent LIGO+VIRGOanalysis [22].
This work primarily concerns a second class of pulsars, known asMSPs that aremuch longer-lived, slowly
decaying, even speeding up at times.MSPs are remarkably stable (w p < - - 2 10 Hz sp 14 1) andwere once
considered strong candidates for long-term time-standards. There has only been one observed randomglitch in
the thousands of years of accumulated observation time [73]. This electromagnetic stability indicates that that
gravitational radiationmight dominate overmagnetic dipole radiation as the dominant energy lossmechanism
inMSPs.
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Crustal strain limit: There are severalmechanisms that contribute to themass asymmetry. TheNS’s rotation
andmagnetic axismight not coincide, leading to an asymmetricmass distribution due to the enormous Lorentz
forces. Alternatively, themass distribution could also be changed signiﬁcantly due to star quakes, internal
magnetic ﬁelds, instabilities induced by gravitational effects, or viscosity of the densematter [21]. Estimating the
maximumelastic deformation sustained by aNS is an activeﬁeld of research, see [29, 74], and references therein
for details.
Ushomirsky et al set limits on themaximumquadrupolemoment for aNS in the presence of elastic forces,
irrespective of the nature of strain on the crust [33]. For standard parameters for Izz and breaking strain of the
crust, this quadrupolemoment leads to amaximumellipticity of  ~ ´ -4 10n 6 for a conventional NS [18].
This in turn can be used to evaluate the limit on theGWstrain amplitude,
 w= - ( )h G
c d
I
4
. B.7n n zz p4
2
Both the spin down and strainmechanisms considered here put upper limits on themetric perturbation due
to different physics. Therefore, we assume that the strain due toGW frompulsars is smaller than the lower of the
two limits. For the younger pulsars with small rotation frequencies and large spin down rates, the upper limit on
GWstrain is set by the elastic deformation limit, while forMSPs smaller spin-down rates lead to a signiﬁcantly
lower limit set by hsd, as shown in table 1. In both cases, theGWsignal limit is typically below 10
−27.While we
have ignoredmagnetic deformations as the primarymass asymmetrymechanism in this work, for slowerMSPs
( <f 0.1GW kHz) one of themost promisingGWemissionmechanisms is considered to bemagneticmountains
formed by polarmagnetic burial during accretion [20, 75].
These limits provide an upper limit onGWstrength due to different physics, it is possible (in fact expected)
that the actual signal would be even lower.However, it is worth stressing that the observation (or even absence)
of aGWsignal is the only knownway to gain information about the interior of these exotic objects.
AppendixC. Search for optimal detector geometry
C.1. Acousticmodes of helium in cavity
For elastic deformations in enclosed spaces, the change of pressure ( )p r is described by
 - ¶¶ = ( )p c
p
t
1
0 C.1
s
2
2
2
2
with the speed of sound in thematerial (here helium) being cs. The particle velocity = ˙v u is related to pressure
via r¶ ¶ = -v t p . Thus each vector component of the velocity v also satisﬁes the samewave equation as the
pressure, but the components are not independent of each other. The full solution can be equivalently expressed
in terms of theHelmholtz potential for the velocity, = F( )v r . In terms of the potential, the acoustic pressure
becomes r= - ¶F ¶p t , and the potential satisﬁes the samewave equation
 F - ¶ F¶ = ( )c t
1
0. C.2
s
2
2
2
2
As before, the time dependence can be explicitly separated via xF  F( ) ( )tr . For cylindrical symmetry the
solution for the spatial part of the potential is
q qF = +⎜ ⎟⎛⎝⎜
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( )r z J k n r m k l z
L
, , cos cos
2
, C.3m m z
where thewavevectors are found from the rigid boundary conditions ¶F ¶ =z 0 at = z L 2 and
¶F ¶ =r 0 at r= a, such that p=( )k l l Lz with =l 0, 1, 2 ... and km(n) follows from the n roots of¢ =( ( ) )J k n a 0m m . Having the solution for the potential, one can obtain the velocity vector ﬁeld, and thus the
spatialmodes, via q q= F( ) ( ) ∣ ∣r z r zw w, , , , max , where ∣ ∣wmax is themaximumvalue of qF( )r z, , .
Figure C1 shows theﬁrst fewmodes of the cylindrical cavity that have a non-zero quadrupolar tensor. Several
modes have =q 0ij due to symmetry.
C.2. optimal acousticmode
As equation (15) suggests, theminimumdetectable strain by the heliumdetector depends on several parameters.
Thus, it is difﬁcult to determine the best geometry forGWdetection. In table C1, we analyze several acoustic
modes for a cylindrical detector that have a non-zero quadrupole tensor.We have chosen each of these
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geometries/modes to have a resonance frequency around 1075 Hz, and assumed aQ-factor of 1011. In
particular, hmin is evaluated for pulsar J1843-1113.
FigureC1.Theﬁrst few pressuremodes with non-zero quadrupolar tensors for the cylindrical cavity.While the formof quadrupolar
tensor (shown on the right) is similar formanymodes, the constant could be different for each acousticmode.
TableC1.Table ofmodes and geometries of interest.We have chosen each of these geometries/modes to have a resonance frequency of 1075
± 5 Hz, and assumed aQ-factor of 1011. In particular, hmin is evaluated for pulsar J1843-1113. y p= 2, unless otherwise noted.
# Mode Dimensions μ AG Quadrupole tensor, q (kg m
2) dmax ( )h Hzmin
1 [ ]001 a= 0.135 m, L= 0.1 m M0.42 pr0.14 2 ´
-
-
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.028
1 2 0 0
0 1 2 0
0 0 1
1.875 ´ -1.69 10 22
2 [ ]001 a= 0.135 m, L= 0.3 m M0.42 pr0.14 2 ´
-
-
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.084
1 2 0 0
0 1 2 0
0 0 1
1.875 ´ -9.78 10 23
3 [ ]002 a= 0.245 m, L= 0.1 m M0.29 pr0.01 2 ´
-
-
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.01
1 2 0 0
0 1 2 0
0 0 1
1.875 ´ -5.99 10 22
5 [ ]020 a= 0.107 m, L= 0.1 m M0.51 pr0.63 2 ´ -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.028
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
2.5 (y = 0) ´ -1.10 10 22
6 [ ]021 a= 0.235 m, L= 0.1 m M0.34 pr0.08 2 ´ -
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.027
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
2.5 y =( 0) ´ -2.05 10 22
7 [ ]110 a= 0.15 m, L= 0.123 m M0.14 pr0.31 2 ´
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.034
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
2.5 ´ -7.23 10 23
8 [ ]110 a= 0.45 m, L= 0.112 m M0.10 pr0.26 2 - ´
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.66
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
2.5 ´ -9.25 10 24
9 [ ]111 a= 0.22 m, L= 0.21 m M0.24 pr0.04 2 - ´
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.091
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
2.5 ´ -6.96 10 23
10 [ ]201 a= 0.3 m, L= 0.247 m M0.28 pr0.04 2 - ´
-
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥0.33
1 2 0 0
0 1 2 0
0 0 1
1.875 ´ -4.12 10 23
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Before presenting a table analyzing 7 lower [lmn]modes of interest, we present a summary of some general
trends:
(i) For the same mode and frequency, it is always advantageous to use a bigger mass (assuming Q-factor
remains the same).
(ii) Higher nmodes have signiﬁcantly smaller effective area than lower nmodes. This then contributes to lower
strain sensitivity. Thus, it is advantageous to have the lowest nmode for a given frequency.
(iii) The maximum of the directivity function ( q f( )d ,A ) can vary by up to a factor of 4 in cylindrical geometry
depending on themode of interest.
Belowwe summarize various properties of ten different cylindrical geometries with similar resonance
frequencies. Geometry 7 and 8 are used in themain text.
Weﬁnd that for all l= 0modes considered here, one needs a cylinderwith length inmeters to beat the 1 kHz
sensitivity limit of advanced LIGO. The [020]mode has a particularly strong coupling toGWs due to its
quadrupolarmode shape, andwe choose thismode for the detector geometry discussed in themain text.
Due to its large effective area and directivity, the [110]mode also efﬁciently couples to gravitationalmetric
strain. Unfortunately, the [110]mode does not couple tomicrowaves, so theGWsignal in this acousticmode
cannot be detected using our proposed optomechanical technique. However, theremight be other transduction
schemes that enable efﬁcient detection of this strain signal.
Finally, wewould like tomention thatwhile this paper deals exclusively with cylindrical geometry, there
possibly are other geometries that couplemore strongly to gravitational strain. Exploring different detector
geometries is an interesting numerical problem that we hope to address in the future.
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